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I am going to talk about Innovation.

The enthusiasm and spirit of Scottish innovators and enterprise is staggering.
My namesake, also known as ‘Coppertop’, invented hyperlink – and is endlessly promoting the
culture of innovation in Scotland. Without innovation and adaptability to new situations, societies
die.

Innovation is to create something totally new, and often, innovation is seen as techno-centric.
However, innovation is also about how to lead, organise and deliver.

Innovation’s opposite is imitation.
cf Japan from the late 60s where much development was not innovation but appropriation and
imitation. We have seen the same happening in China over the past couple of decades.

Imitation is seen an excellent business method!
Consider the Developer who is a pioneer – he gets an arrow in his back.
The presumption is that Developers with this approach do not survive.
So developers do not lead. This can work against architects who are genuinely searching for
better solutions or paradigm shifts in spatial organisation, environmental behaviour etc.
It is an irony that many developers fail not from being innovative, but through over-gearing
their companies.

Imitation is a business method that is used to catch up;
And when imitated quickly, is often marketed as if it is ‘innovative’.

Innovation is not always dependent upon R&D.
Consider Japan’s 3% GDP invested in R&D and the level of new ideas/products – the results
do not appear to match the investment.

R&D should be seen as investment to gain and/or make knowledge.
i.e. £s invested leads to knowledge

Innovation is then knowledge that delivers £s!

Note: Investment in technology and education alone does not necessarily deliver.
Consider Soviet Union, and a time when USSR had more investment in R&D than US, yet
failed to turn this into economic strength.

WHAT ENABLES INNOVATION?

NEEDED:

1. Market Creation that allows, supports and then exploits innovation

UK and Europe do not create enough markets. And there is a lack of markets at present.
Consider music and film where we seem to do well – is this linked to the young and thus the
‘new’ – are these markets renewed from older models, or technology driven.
Decision makers need to understand this – innovation without markets leads nowhere.

2. Public Procurement needs to recognise and support this.

Public procurement is circa 16% of EU GDP. At the moment it is spent on the “cheapest”.
There is a need for Public Procurement (ironically held back by the Private part of PPP) to
promote innovation by purchasing it.
Consider competition v innovation.



Refer to Ian Ritchie’s role in the new Civic Justice Centre, Manchester, where ‘breaking the
rules’ enabled a great building to come to fruition – a proper architectural competition based
upon a thorough and fully approved brief  – even though we (Ministry of Justice – then known
as the Dept of Constitutional Affairs) stayed inside Treasury limits. It was possible because of
the full backing of the Lord Chancellor. A genuine architectural competition; a solid brief, and
no complaints!

A pity that there was an embargo placed upon this by the incoming Lord Chancellor - four
years delay in promoting this success story – years lost when other projects promoted by
other ministries could have benefitted from this exemplar. This potential destroyed by
pettiness of personal politics rather than promoting a solution – one which will help promote a
healthy procurement method for government and benefit all through better design and
architecture.

Create many more new companies.
R&D Capacity of existing companies is not the only answer – it is more of old fashioned route.
Create innovation by creating new – everything is an open mind and an open condition.
Prejudice is the devil of innovation.

3. Mobility of People – in their heads, not necessarily their bodies.
(‘on yer bike’ Tebbitt, Thatcher Govt. 1995)

The industrial revolution led to transport infrastructure and people moved.
The Scots not only led the world in transport innovation, but they built it as well (mobility).

The knowledge society seems not to have reduced physical mobility, yet clearly it can.
Perhaps energy limitations will redefine mobility in tandem with information exchange
technologies. The question of physical mobility will become far more difficult (environmental
concerns) – certainly pan-Europe and inter-continental travel.

Innovation requires mobility of the mind not the body.
We all accept that employment (jobs) will be more dynamic - their significance in the
marketplace will be evolving far more quickly.

Consider the question of Pension Investment structures generally in each European country –
they do not allow transfer to other countries.
Since the post-war ‘birth’ of the consumer culture, looking at the way we have innovated: new
products and tools have been governed by:

- where and who is the customer;
- the customer is god.

Is this not old-fashioned?

Customers are the beginning of innovation, not the end.
The innovator has to anticipate their future environment.
Therefore only listen to the consumer if you do not know what is happening today.
The consumer/customer does not know what he will be doing tomorrow.

4. RISK - More Entrepreneurs – Business Angels and Venture Capitalists are vital

They have the skills and knowledge of those who are prepared to take risks. These people,
with financial muscle, have learned to celebrate failures as well as winners.
Without understanding failure, risk will never be on the agenda.

EU and our society in general are producing a “No Risk, or Zero Risk” society.
Everything is controlled which means no one is responsible and everyone can sue anyone
about anything that is beyond the control.

The rise of Health & Safety issues, of multi-layers, of ‘stakeholders’, mitigates against
innovation. (reference Wood Lane Station compared to RSC Courtyard Theatre).
Trust is less prevalent, and as a result, individual performance is diminished, and



accountability transferred. This is the management ethos which is endemic in our society and
it does little to encourage innovation.

‘RISK’ FREE EUROPE

Governments, and EU, have to create the ‘over-arching architecture’ of our society.
It is done through ‘legislation’ and by investing in the direction they want society to go.

There is a need for creative, innovative and pro-active legislation from government which
recognises that through innovation we fabricate and frame our society’s future. Present UK
government seems to have little appetite for it.

ARCHITECTS

Architects, together with all those involved in the creation of our built environment, can and
perhaps should try to make evident the fact that design and environmental concerns are the
same issue in a new synthetic design methodology for the 21st century.

While striving for appropriate and beautiful architecture, we must also act with compassion
and with a social conscience.

We need to make metaphorical intelligence and humanity evident in our designs.

The process of architecture is fundamentally concerned with providing society with better
technical, environmental and aesthetic solutions for different types of shelter for different
human activities.

A new optimism must be based upon working better with people and the environment - not
attempting to dominate them, but acting with them, with local sensitivity and global
awareness.

In this, architecture has a significant role to play as a mediator between culture and
commerce; and perhaps can give some signposts as to how we may make progress in
rebalancing our present "civilised disequilibrium", where ideology or technology or social
organisation are clearly out of sync with each other.

END
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Murdoch's sun and planet gears cheekily
patented by Watt in 1781

Sun is yellow,
planet red,
reciprocating crank is blue,
flywheel is green
driveshaft is grey.

sun (yellow) and flywheel (green) rotate twice
for every rotation of the planet when they
have a 1:1 ratio of teeth.

SCOTTISH INNOVATION



James Watt 1736 - 1819

steam engine 1784 steam carriage 1784

William Murdoch 1754 - 1839 Robert Stephenson 1772 - 1850

Bell Rock lighthouse 1811



Thomas Telford 1757 - 1834 John Rennie 1761 -1821 Sir William Arrol 1839–1913





NOBEL PRIZEWINNERS
chemistry, physics, peace, literature, physiology or medicine

1904 Sir William Ramsay Chemistry – noble gases
1923 John J Rickard MACLEOD Medicine - co-discover of insulin
1927 Charles Thomson Rees Wilson Physics – cloud chamber
1934 Arthur HENDERSON Peace - disarmament
1949 Sir John BOYD ORR Peace - nutrition
1945 Alexander FLEMING Medicine - penicillin
1957 Alexander Robertus Todd Chemistry  - synthesis of nucleotides
1988 Sir James Whyte Black Medicine – beta blocker ‘Propanolol’
1996 Sir James Alexander Mirrlees Economic Science memorial prize*

*known as the ‘nobel for economics’ but not strictly one of the five Nobels
prize est. 1968, funded by bank of Sweden in memory of Alfred Nobel,



SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY

Stereotyping
Anaesthesia
Electric light
Chloroform
Splitting the atom
Vacuum gauge
Thermionic valve (vacuum tube)
Electron
Refrigerator

POWER

Efficient (condensing) Steam Engine
Coal Gas Lighting
Stirling Heat Engine
Electro-magnetism
Carbon Brushes for Dynamos
Wireless transformer improvement
Cloud Chamber (atom recording)



DOMESTIC

Thermos flask
Kaleidoscope
Colour photograph
Rotary lawnmower
Cotton sewing thread
Cotton reels
Canned salmon
Rubber Wellington boots
Grand piano
Handkerchief
Chimney cowl
Electric clock
Fingerprinting
Waterproof Raincoat
Self-acting fountain pen



COMMUNICATIONS

Lighthouse light condensing system
Shorthand
Radar
Letter copier
Telegraphy
Morse code
Telephone
Telephone exchange
Motor mail van service
Post office
Broadcasting

Fax
Transmission
Television
Electric telegraph
International TV
transmission
Adhesive postage stamp
Colour TV
TV Recording system
Postmark
Video recording



TRANSPORT

Steamboat
Gregorian (reflecting) telescope
Gas lamp, Gasometer
Pneumatic Communications Tube,
Sun & Planet gear
Macadamized roads
Pedal Bicycle
Pneumatic Tyre
Electrical detonation of explosives
Fountain Pen
First mobile steam crane
Mechanical road haulage vehicle
Steam traction engine
Tay, Forth and Tower Bridge
First motor car with 4 wheel brakes
First air balloon trip across the Atlantic

Sporran?

Steam engine, unit of power
Box (tubular) bridges
Hot Blast Furnace
improved the Bessemer process
Steam hammer
Hot air engine
Tubular steel, metal riveting
Shipbuilding  e.g. Great Eastern

CIVIL & STRUCTURAL &
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING



MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY

Cotton Wool application
Absorbent gauze dressings
Axis traction midwifery forceps
Bone cutting forceps
Polygraph
Catgut ligature (for surgery)
Foetal sceening tests
Pregnancy scanning
MRI body scanner
practical ultrasound scanner
Chloroform anaesthetic
Interferon (cell-signalling proteins – viral)

MEDICAL OPERATIONS

Pioneering modern surgery and
antiseptics
First under general anaesthesia
First amputation under anaesthesia
Development of kidney transplants
Removal of the scapula
Bone graft
Plastic surgery

Dolly the sheep?



“The Scots in particular were
possessed with that

romantic

speculative

inventiveness

crossed with the mentality of a
chartered accountant.”

Charles Wilson, physicist, Nobel Laureate,
who invented the cloud chamber.



1981-85 Rice Francis Ritchie (RFR)
La Villette City of Science, Paris
world patent: structural glazing that hugely influenced the appearance of architecture

GLASS INNOVATION



1981-85 Rice Francis Ritchie (RFR)
La Villette City of Science, Paris
world’s first thermally insulated light transmitting permanent glass fabric roof
meeting the current French regulations - U Value 0.6W/m² K in 1982

GLASS INNOVATION



1984 Rice Francis Ritchie (RFR)
Lintas Bridge, Paris
world’s first all glass bridge incl. glass floor

GLASS INNOVATION



1983 – 1993 I M Pei with Rice Francis Ritchie, Ian Ritchie Architects + Arup
Louvre Pyramids and Sculpture Courts, Paris GLASS



1987 Ian Ritchie Architects
Dubai Pearl Monument – laureate (unbuilt)

‘The Phantom Fixing’ published in the AJ 1987
world’s first structural glass fixing
through one leaf only of a doubly curved
two- layer toughened laminated glass panel

GLASS INNOVATION



1989 Ian Ritchie Architects
Natural History Museum
Ecology Gallery, London

first application
of structurally glued glass to glass fixing
in a public building

first use
of 6mm low-iron glass in architecture

GLASS INNOVATION



1989 Ian Ritchie Architects
Stockley Park, London
Double glazed Planar™ developed with
Pilkington for this building, along with the
‘Stockley Pin’

GLASS INNOVATION



1991 Ian Ritchie Architects + Pilkington
Reina Sofia Museum of Modern Art, Madrid
world’s first glass installation which transfers wind load
at the corner of the building through the glass edges GLASS INNOVATION



1992 Ian Ritchie Architects
Bermondsey Station Jubilee Line, London Underground
world’s first public transport glass bench seating GLASS INNOVATION



1992 Ian Ritchie Architects
Terrasson, France – laureate

‘The Phantom Fixing’ applied to fix the glass roof
‘lake’ on the Terrasson Cultural Greenhouse

GLASS INNOVATION



1992 Ian Ritchie Architects and landscape artist  Kathryn Gustafson
Terrasson, France – laureate
world’s first architectural gabion building, vertical cantilever 7m STONE



1994 Ian Ritchie Architects + gmp
Leipzig Glass Hall, Germany. The world’s largest glass hall,
and first single side application of extruded silicone/liquid silicone
glass to glass joints, with Seele: and robot cleaners GLASS INNOVATION



1994 Ian Ritchie Architects + gmp
Leipzig Glass Hall, Germany.
world’s largest glass hall
& first inclined glass fire escape doors with Seele GLASS INNOVATION



1993 A research initiative of Ian Ritchie
Molecular Doping of Glass to limit crack propogation.
Image © Professor Greaves GLASS RESEARCH



1985 Ian Ritchie, J-L Lhermitte & Francois Bastien
Creating 3D Light forms from ‘controlled’ ionised plasma
at EDF Laboratories, France

LIGHT INNOVATION



1992 Ian Ritchie Architects with Pilkington
Light Tunnel, Ingolstadt, Germany
Photo-reactive coated glass LIGHT INNOVATION



2009 Ian Ritchie Architects, UBLicht & Hamburg Licht
Zebede Gekko
1500 lux @ 10w high performance task light LIGHT INNOVATION



1998 Ian Ritchie Architects, Litech and Wilbey
Alba di Milano Light Monument - laureate
first manufacture of woven fractured optic
fibres (warp) and stainless steel wire (weft) NEW WOVEN METAL + LIGHT SKIN



1985` Ian Ritchie Architects
Pharmacie, Boves, France
first use of Becobelt® ‘interwoven’ stainless steel mesh WOVEN METAL SKIN



1987 Ian Ritchie, Olivier Auber, J-L L’hermitte, Guilhem Pratz, Peter Rice
Poiesis Generator ‘France – Japan’ Monument - laureate (unbuilt)
shell structure of woven titanium wire and carbon fibre WOVEN METAL SKIN



1997 Ian Ritchie Architects Locker Wire Weavers; Adrian Billingsley
Plymouth Theatre Royal Production Centre, TR2
woven fabric 0.4mm warp + 0.3mm weft phosphor bronze wire ‘SOFT’ WOVEN METAL SKIN



1999 Ian Ritchie Architects + Per Lindstrom
Blue Gold Exhibition, Oberhausen
Kevlar laminated fabric cone, 50 metres high WOVEN LIGHT SKIN



1996 Ian Ritchie Architects + Arup
London Regatta Centre
boathouse roof - stiffened catenary stainless steel 6mm STRUCTURAL SHEET STEEL



1994-2000 Ian Ritchie Architects, Kathryn Gustafson, RFR
EdF 400,000V Pylons, France STEEL SHELL STRUCTURES



1998 Ian Ritchie Architects, Arup
The Spire, Dublin, Ireland
the world’s tallest sculpture and single shell structure STEEL SHELL STRUCTURES



1997 Ian Ritchie Architects and Paul Gillieron Acoustic Design
Crystal Palace Concert Platform, London
world’s first outdoor application of an ‘active acoustic system’ SHELL ACOUSTICS



1998 Ian Ritchie Architects + Arup
Scotland’s Home Of Tomorrow , Glasgow
introducing the outdoor room in high rise DOMESTIC SPACE



2006 Ian Ritchie Architects, WSP, Paul Gillieron Acoustics, King Shaw Associates
Royal Shakespeare Company Courtyard Theatre, Stratford/Avon
1050 seats, less that £6m and built in less than 12 months 1/2 RECENT WORKS
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2000- 08 Ian Ritchie Architects, Waterman Group
LUL Wood Lane Station Hammersmith & City Line 2/2 RECENT WORKS
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2002 Falkirk Wheel

Binnie Black and Veatch structural engineers
RMJM + Nicoll Russell Studios architects
Bachy/Soletanche + Morrison Construction JV
Butterley Engineering wheel fabricator
and their engineers Tony Gee and Partners +
M G Bennett & Associates

SCOTTISH INNOVATION

“Enthusiasm keeps the mind turning”

Ian Ritchie 2009



END
still fechtin’ awa’





John Scott Russell 1808 – 1882  shipbuilder of the Great Eastern designed by Brunel

He discovered the ‘soliton’ - caused by a cancellation of  non-linear effects. He observed a solitary wave
in the Union Canal in Scotland and reproduced the phenomenon in a wave tank.


